2014 Jr. Penguins
Christmas Tournament
General Rules and
Information
General Information
Teams MUST pay a Non-Refundable $900 Tournament Fee in FULL by December 1, 2014.
Teams MUST submit an official USA Hockey Roster with Tournament Application and Fee.
All players MUST wear numbered uniforms in the proper team colors.
The team listed first on the schedule is the HOME team and should wear white or their light
colored jersey. Please bring both jerseys to each game, should last-minute changes be
required.
Players MUST have played in a minimum of two (2) round robin games to qualify to play in
any Playoff and/or Championship Game.
Playing Rules
USA Hockey playing rules apply to all games with the following exceptions/additions:
Playing Time/Penalty Minutes
Playing time for all games will be 12-12-15 minute stop time periods.
A running clock will be used in the third period when one team is ahead by 10 or more goals.
Penalty times are as follows:
Minor 1:30
Major 5:00
Misconduct 6:00
Timeouts
No team is permitted a time-out in round robin play.
In consolation game or championship game there is one timeout allowed per team per
game.
Starting Time/Warm Up Period
Teams should be ready to enter the ice surface for the warm-up period up to 15 minutes
prior to the scheduled start time. If the tournament is running ahead of schedule teams are
expected to be ready to play. Failure to comply with this rule shall result in the assessment
of a two minute Bench Penalty for Delay of Game.
Warm-up time shall be three minutes.
Game Misconduct Penalty
Any player or coach receiving a game misconduct penalty shall be suspended for the next
tournament game.

Fighting or Fisticuffs
Players receiving major penalties for Fighting or Fisticuffs in tournament games shall be
immediately suspended for all games remaining in the tournament. Players may be subject
to additional suspensions by their home governing bodies.
Match Penalty
Any player, coach or manager who receives a match penalty shall be suspended
immediately for the balance of the tournament.
Protests
Protests related to interpretations of specific rules will be reviewed and considered by the
tournament director within one hour of a completed game. Protests must be submitted to the
tournament director in writing citing the specific rule, from the current USA Hockey rulebook,
in question. Protests related to judgment calls by referees will not be considered. Decisions
of the tournament committee are final.
Forfeits
Any forfeited games will be recorded as a 3-0 score. Any forfeited games affecting other
teams in terms of playoff status may be reviewed by the tournament director in order to
determine which teams advance beyond preliminary round play. Also, use of ineligible
player(s) will disqualify team from remaining tournament play. All games played by the
disqualified team will be forfeited (3-0 score recorded). No monies will be refunded.
Game Points
Teams will be awarded points in round robin play according to the following:
Two points for a win
One point for a tie
Zero points for a loss
Tournament Standings
Teams will be ranked within their tournament division by the total number of points obtained.
In the event of a tie, final standings will be determined by the following criteria in the
following order:
1. Head to head competition
2. Fewest goals against
3. Goal Average - The goal average of a team is to be determined in the following
manner: Total number of goals for divided by the total number of goals for and
against in all round-robin games. (4 goal maximum differential for a single game)
The higher percentage gains the higher position.
Example:
Goals For = 10 goals and Goals Against = 4 goals:
Percentage: 10 = 10 = .714
10+4 14
4. Largest goal differential (4 goal maximum differential for a single game)
5. Most wins
6. Most goals scored (4 goal maximum differential for a single game)
7. Coin toss

In the case of ties among three or more teams, the above criteria will be used in order until a
team, or teams, is separated from the pack. At that point, the process will begin anew to
break the "new" tie. In other words, when a three-way tie becomes a two-way tie, the twoway tie is treated as a "new" tie and the process begins with the first criterion. With 3 or
more teams tied, all teams must have played each other for “Head to Head” tie breaker to
apply. If not, skip Head to Head and go to Most Wins.
Tie Games/Tie Breaking Procedures
There will be no overtime or shootouts for round-robin game if tied at the end of regulation
play.
Each team will receive one point for a round-robin game that is tied at the end of regulation
play.
There will be no overtime or shootouts for Consolation Games if tied at the end of regulation
play.
If a playoff or championship game ends in a tie the following tie-breaking procedure will be
followed:
1. 5 minute sudden death overtime period (4 on 4, plus goalies)
2. 3 minute sudden death overtime period (3 on 3, plus goalies)
3. Shootout (4 players/team – each player may only shoot once) – most goals wins
4. If shootout ends in tie, sudden death shootout until winner is decided (each team
must continue through their roster until all players have taken a shot. If the shootout is not decided after all players on a team have taken a shot then players will
continue to shoot in the same order as their first shots. Once one team has gone
through all it’s players, then the other team has the option of having players that
have already taken a shot continue to shoot in the same order as their first shots.)
Sudden Death Overtime and Shootout Rules
During overtimes the player strength of a team shall never go below 3. For example: If a
penalty is called that will reduce a teams player strength to below 3 players, player strength
is adjusted to 4 on 3. Once the teams are returned to full strength, the teams will return to 3
on 3 at the next stoppage in play.
If regulation time ends and the teams are 5 on 3, teams will start the overtime 5 on 3. Once
player strength reaches 5 on 4 or 5 on 5, at the next stoppage of play, player strength is
adjusted to 4 on 3 or 4 on 4, as appropriate. If the teams start the 2nd overtime 4 on 3, once
the teams are returned to full strength, the teams will return to 3 on 3 at the next stoppage in
play.
All players are eligible to participate in the shootout unless they are serving a misconduct or
have been ejected from the game for any reason.

